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Quantum Simulations of 
Field Theory…

universal 
quantum 
computer

analog quantum 
simulators
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Quantum Advantage
• Fermionic Sign problem 

• Chemical potential (finite-density) 

• Real-time Processes (scattering, 
hadronization, fragmentation [jlab 12]…) 

• Strong Coupling

Lattice QCD

Perturbative Methods



…and disadvantage

• Field/particle number space discretization 

• Quantum Link Models (Wiese),  

• Spin Truncation  (Meurice), 

• Discrete Field Space (Jordan)

• Space(time) Latticization (same as lattice QCD) 

• analog = continuous time (optical lattice) 

• digital = discrete steps (gates / pulses)



LHC in a Quantum Computer

See also recent Fermilab work: https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07347 A. Macridin, P. Spentzouris, J Amundson, R. Harnik

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/10

Quantum Info  
inspired detectors  

-> See Dan Carney’s Talk

Near-term? variation eigensolver & MERA

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07347
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/10


Optical Lattice

Meurice - Bloch Group

Meurice



Mixtures of bosonic  
and fermonic atoms 

(U(1) link theory)

Encoding non-abelian  
interactions in spin

Weise

Weise

Fields as atoms

Weise

Encoding extra  
dimensions in spin



Toy Problems

“Real-time evolution of  
gauge string breaking”

Toy Model + Toy Gauge Theory -> Real Problem + SU(3) 

Weise



“Large optical lattices (L~1000) are part of the future”

Ladder to the future…

Meurice

Meurice



Optimization Problems on 
Quantum Annealers

Can the D-wave architecture 
work for real HEP problems?

Yes Will it be worth putting HEP  
problems on the D-wave?

Not yet?

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/3
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D-Wave

Lidar

Lidar

Lidar



Finding a speed-up

Lidar

Lidar



Lidar

Scaling Advantage

->Future of QC depends on scaling advantages 

->Need careful comparison w/classical computing



Higgs Quantum Machine 
Learning

Job
Job

Job

D-Wave: Map weights to spins
Training data error minimized by hamiltonian



-> Competitive w/classical computing 
-> Applicable for other HEP optimization problems 
-> Will there be a (quantum) scaling advantage?

Job



Quantum Algorithm 
Development Stack

How does QPU function as a 
scientific computing resource?

Can compilers and codesign 
optimize for limited  

near term resources?

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/7 https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/8
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Humble

Humble

-standardized abstraction layer  
for different hardware

-enabling codesign and  
robust instruction sets

-framework for benchmarking  
and simulation of devices



Tailored gates
Optimize error 

correcting

Optimize Target  
Problem

…

Speedup algorithms with 
compilation: 

parallel gates (MIMD) 
optimal rotations 

Chong

Chong



Fermilab Quantum 
Computing Testbed

J. Amundson - https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15222/contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf
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Next Steps

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/16467/


